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 One of the most effective ways for 
your organization to drive business  
is to create segments that you can use to develop products, services, offerings,  

and messages. In addition, identifying these segments in your database for marketing 

messages can lead to higher engagement and purchase.

At Radius, we have developed a proprietary research approach called  

Targetable Segmentation. This approach uses a modular methodology to ensure  

that insights are taken from initial team meetings right through to business  

activation. Along the way, we ensure that the optimal mix of attitudinal and behavioral 

data are included. While this approach is methodologically neutral, it almost  

always includes qualitative insights to enhance quantitative segment creation.
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Typically, organizations explore three different avenues for building segments,  
each with their own pros and cons:

demographics

 N pros:  
Highly targetable and easy  
to define and identify  
using database (or other 
purchasable) information

 M cons: 
Not well-differentiated in  
terms of what unique needs, 
attitudes, or interests will  
be compelling to them

behaviors

 N pros: 
Speaks to what people do  
and allows you to identify 
people based on measurable, 
identifiable actions

 M cons: 
Weak in terms of  
the “why” behind the actions, 
making it harder to serve  
up marketing initiatives that  
will drive the key behaviors

needs /attitudes

 N pros: 
Well-differentiated targets 
based on what will  
compel them to engage  
with your brand

 M cons: 
Difficult to target these 
segments, as they are not  
often clearly differentiated on 
identifiable characteristics  
(i.e. demographics, database 
variables).

To discuss in more detail the benefits of Targetable Segmentation, it’s important 
 to first define what makes for an effective segmentation.

A quality segmentation will be:

What Effective Segmentation  
Looks Like

meaningful clearly  
differentiated measurableimpactful targetable

1 2 3
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This is where “Targetable Segmentation” comes into play and provides a unique approach to 
helping you create meaningfully-differentiated, identifiable, marketable targets to pursue.   
It differs from a typical effort to tag a database with a segmentation solution by doing the following:

 N Creates perfectly  
 identifiable groups

 N Connects differences 
 in behavior and attitudes 
 to targetable attributes

 N Assigns all customers 
 in a database to 
 a segment

The result: Segments that are unique in their motivations and identifiable.

By appending database information to the sample we interview we can employ a “micro-segmentation” 
that allows us to simultaneously differentiate our audience based on both their marketable traits  
(i.e. attitudes, needs, behaviors) and their targetable traits (i.e. database variables). The result is a  
set of targetable segments that are integrated across the entire database:
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How Does Targetable Segmentation Work? (cont’d)
Targetable Segmentation Study

3. Identify Differences

2. Append Database Information

Gender Income

Age Customer vs Prospect

Region Number of Products Owned

1. Sample who respond to survey

Males? 
Females?

Age?

4. Combine into Groups; Test Further

Males, 18-24 = 
Males, 25-34?

Males, Southeast = 
Females, Northwest?
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Radius drives customer
engagement with  
Targetable Segmentation 
simultaneously in these  
two ways:

1. Captures a full range of 
information about respondents 
in respect to attitudes  
and behaviors for marketing 
purposes

2. Ensures database information 
is linked to respondents  
to build segments that 
are differentiated on attitudes  
and needs and targetable 
database characteristics
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How Radius Designs  
Targetable Segmentation
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How Does Targetable Segmentation Work? (cont’d)
Targetable Segmentation Study

Sample who respond to survey
Micro-Segments

Males
18-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 18-29 30-39 40-49 50-59

Females
18-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 18-29 30-39 40-49 50-59

Customers Prospects

Segment 1

Segment 2

Segment 3

Segment 4

Final Segments

Score Client DB
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First we started with a survey 
that covered a range of 
critical information to guide  
marketing efforts:

•  Familiarity, usage, satisfaction  
 with brands in the category

•  Ratings for 40 items that  
 dealt with:

 − Attitudes, Behaviors,  
  and Motivations  
  related to finances

 − Experiences related  
  to finances

 − Financial literacy

• Triggers and influencers  
 that impact behaviors

• Variables not contained  
 on the database 

We then applied Targetable 
Segmentation which 
yielded 355 micro-targets   
that built into 6 overall  
segments that the financial 
services organization moved  
forward with.
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Targetable Segmentation in Action:
A Large Financial Services Organization
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Examined many 
solutions

Segments were 
fully profiled 

Records on 
database were 
then assigned 
into a segment 

6 segments were 
identified  

“Brought the 
Segments to Life” 

For all customers 
know needs, 

attitudes, behaviors 

19
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Segments Made Intuitive Sense and Were Well Distributed

16%

19%

11%
14%

20%

20%

Segment 1
Most financially secure segment; 
ready for retirement

Segment 4
Relatively young and not in a good 
place financially – I know it takes 

sacrifice, but I struggle with it

Segment 5
Older and like figuring things 

out by myself

Segment 6
I’m young and I have little idea of 

what I’m doing with my finances

Segment 2
Most interested in saving 
for retirement; 
making good progress

Segment 3
Young and care very much about 
providing for my growing family
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Critically, the segments were well-differentiated on key attributes  
related to financial attitudes, behaviors, and needs:

After creating rich profiles for each segment, direct-marketing campaigns 
were built to drive engagement with these segments.
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Segment 1 Profile – 16% of Total

Financial Security

55%á feel financially secure

Motivation to Improve Situation

Top Actions Being Taken Level of Control

74% feel “in control” of finances

Unique Financial Influencers

Financial Literacy Engagement with Investments Top Tools

Financially Secure
“I don't know if I have any short-term 
financial goals. I want to maintain 
maxing out my TSP and my Roth IRA...
I guess those are goals – maintain 
that sort of investing.”

Not secure Secure 56%

Uniquely motivated by desire to provide for spouse

Very motivated

Finance 
Books
57%á

Financial 
Advisor

25%á

Grown 
Children

80%á

Out of
control

In 
complete
control

ü Paying of CC debt quickly

ü Maintaining emergency fund

ü Talking to financial professionals
Low-to-

moderate 
action

Are 
financially 

literate 39%
Currently or 
would “check in” 
often on their 
investments

Currently Using
ü Online investing

Not Using
ü Peer-to-peer money 

transfer
ü Credit score sim

Would Consider
ü Price comparison
ü Car buying
ü Projective tools
ü Credit score sim

Spouse
85%á

Note: Data disguised
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Based on this approach, engagement with the organization’s direct-marketing efforts soared, providing it 
with a more effective, impactful approach to marketing to its target audience and members:
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The Results Have had a Significant Impact

3 Campaigns Developed 

Segment 1
Open 
rate

Click 
through

Pre Segmentation
19% 1%

Post Segmentation 26% 7%

Segment 2
Open 
rate

Click 
through

Pre Segmentation
19% 1%

Post Segmentation 30% 8%

Segment 3
Open 
rate

Click 
through

Pre Segmentation
19% 1%

Post Segmentation 37% 6%

+7 +6 +11 +7 +18 +5
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A Number of Teams are Using the Segmentation 

Bank Advice Marketing Digital Design Technology

• Bank Strategy • Financial Advice 
Strategy

• Auto Experience 

• Marketing Content

• Publishing Content

• Brand 
Management

• Onboarding 

• Enterprise Digital 
Strategy

• Financial Advice 
Digital Strategy

• Enterprise Design • Machine Learning 
Lab

• Marketing 
Technology 
Transformation
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Clear Results for Target Marketing
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Radius is one of the Top 50 revenue-generating market research  

companies in the U.S. according to the American Marketing  

Association’s Gold Top 50 Report.

RADIUS U.S.   RADIUS EUROPE   RADIUS MEA   RADIUS ASIA

For a full listing of office locations, visit radius-global.com

Radius Global Market Research is one of the largest independent  

market research companies in the world. We believe each  

organization has its own unique issues that deserve a custom approach  

to every research engagement. 

Our marketing and communications experts have the business  

experience and core research talent to provide a clear  

view of the dynamics of success in your industry. Radius delivers  

what growth-oriented organizations need most:  

Clear thinking for a complex world.

Looking to drive performance for your brand?

Contact us:



Michael Patterson

Director of Analytics 

mpatterson@radius-global.com 

212.633.1100 

Jamie Myers

Executive Director

jmyers@radius-global.com 

212.633.1100 

Paul Donagher

Director, Client Services

pdonagher@radius-global.com 

212.633.1100 
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